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TARGET
 

NEWDIGISHIP will target young
people aged 18-28, with a particular
focus on low-income households,
women, and youth with fewer
opportunities

This Brochure was produced as result of the project 
"NEWDIGISHIP" number 2022-1-ES02-KA220-YOU- 

000086085 and the European Comission is not 
responsible of the contents and opinions of authorsNEWDIGISHIP Project

Why this project is 
innovative?

Unemployed youth will benefit from
e-learning platforms to be created for
digital entrepreneurship initiative and
"NEWDIGISHIP touchpoint" support
tools and mechanisms to be created
locally. It'll empower unemployed
youth for digital entrepreneurship
startups by developing an innovative
and up-to-date handbook as well as
an online course.

It will offer an innovative educational
NEWDIGISHIP (online with the web
platform and face-to-face with the
"NEWDIGISHIP touchpoint") course
to prepare young people on how to
use digital entrepreneurship by
offering job creation opportunities for
their peers. 

The “NEWDIGISHIP touchpoint”,
which the project will create and pilot,
will produce a large number of
entrepreneurial social action activities.

Project Brochure



WP1. Project Management
 

WP2. How to become a
digital entrepreneur?

(training)
 

WP3. Mobility Activities
 

WP4. Multiplier Events
and dissemination

WORK PACKAGES

PartnersNEWDIGISHIP is an Erasmus+ 
Project co-funded by the 

European Union, a
Cooperation Partnership in 
the field of Youth (2022-1- 

ES02-KA220-YOU-000086085

OBJECTIVES

Create employment opportunities
using ICT technologies.
Improve thinking skills (critical
thinking, problem solving, creative
thinking, etc.)
Acquire multi-tasking and flexibility
skills (self-confidence, leader)
Promote collaborative learning and
teamwork skills
Provide opportunities for them to
develop their language skills.

Improving the educational
outcomes of young people who are
at risk of failure due to lack of skills,
trust and commitment
Raising participatory active citizens
Being a model institution for the
opportunities of the digital world
and the use of digital tools
Increasing the institutional capacity
with transnational cooperation
Improving entrepreneurial
education and training among
young people

One of the goals we want to achieve is
to guide young people as the digital
entrepreneurs of the future to be more
intrusive individuals in societies.
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